THE
GREEN
HOUSE
at Narara Ecovillage SuperAdobe Workshop

Sat 8th - Fri 21st Feb 2020

WELCOME!
We are so excited to be
sharing our love of Natural
Building through this
wonderful project and
workshop, which has been
in the making for around 3
years.
WHAT'S HAPPENING?
Hands on experience and
sit-down instructional
classes will cover:
- Theory on all Natural
Building Techs
- Hands on SuperAdobe
construction
-Identifying and using wild
site clay
-Solar Passive Design
Theory
- Making Natural Renders
- Tadelakt intro class
- Earthship Tour and Dinner
plus heaps more tips and tricks

HOW MUCH?
The cost includes all meals, all learning
plus a beautiful camping spot with
showers and toilets, to be your home
base for the duration of your stay.

$500 PER WEEK
$900 FOR 2 WEEKS
$100 PER SINGLE DAY
EARLYBIRD 10% OFF - TIL 24TH JAN

WHATS AN ECOVILLAGE?
Narara Ecovillage is a wonderful blossoming community of like-minded people
who wanted to take community seriously in this modern world. The structure of
the extensive village is both personal and vast. The blue-print that it can provide
to Australia and the world is very promising and interesting. It is definitely a
different way to structure villages and neighbourhoods, and should prove an
interest to everyone who attends the workshop.

WHAT TO BRING
Camping gear, van - Clothes to get dirty - Clothes to hang out in - Good hat Good boots - Sunscreen - Gloves - Stationary and Notebook - Something to
share - Something to play/with - A keen spirit and ready body!

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT US
The house was instigated by Linda, and refined and designed by Will of
Integrated Bio-Tecture Design, and will be constructed by many hands,
including Kenney, WIll's business partner and friend, and Hayden, owner of
Curvatecture.
Will sees Integrated Biotecture Design as a way to explore his passions for
sustainability through environmentally conscious design in architecture and its
interactions with its natural surrounds. He has attained an Ma in Architecture,
and is co-hosting the workshop alongside Hayden.
Hayden has taught many workshops over the last 6 years, and studied
SuperAdobe and Natural Building at Cal-Earth in California, and has dreams of
opening a solar powered recording studio, and a natural building school.
Kenney is working alongside Will, and also runs Lucid Space Designs, a company
focussing on building large structures and stages, primarily from bamboo, for
festivals and events.
They have all come together for this intricate, involved, complex build, and you
can be very lucky to be at the beginning of it all!

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THERE!

